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Abstract

Theoretical predictions of aeroelastic

stability are compared with experimental, iso-

lated, hingeless-rotor data. The six cases

selected represent a torsionally soft rotor having

either a stiff or soft pitch-control system in

combination with zero precone and droop, 5 ° pre-

cone, or -5 ° droop. Analyses from Bell Helicopter

Textron, Boeing Vertol, Hughes Helicopters,

Sikorsky Aircraft, the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration, and the U.S. Army Aero-

mechanics Laboratory were compared with the exper-

imental data. The correlation ranged from very

poor to fair.

Nomenclature

= blade chord, in.

= Young's modulus, lb/in. 2

c_,cd_c m = blade section lift, drag, and

pitching moment coefficients

: shear modulus, ib/in.2

IEA

IS

= mass polar moment of inertia of

the blade about the chordwise

elastic axis, lbm-in. 2

= blade-chord cross-sectional-area

moment of inertia, in. _

= blade-flap cross-sectional-area

moment of inertia, in. 4

I 0 = mass polar moment of inertia of

hub components about centerline

of flexure, lbm-in.2

= blade cross-sectional _olar
g

moment of inertia, in.

= blade length, start of uniform

section to tip, in.

RN : Reynolds number of blade section

= blade section angle of attack,

rad

Bd

Bpc

= droop angle, deg

= precone angle, deg

= blade mass per unit length,

lbm/in.

o = blade lead-lag damping, sec -I

0 o = blade pitch angle, deg

= modal frequency, Hz

_BNR,_NR,_SNR
blade frequencies in flap, lead-

lag and torsion, nonrotating

model, Hz

= rotor speed, rpm

Introduction

As a part of the Methodology Assessment, six

cases were selected from the experiments reported

in Ref. I. These experiments measured the lead-

lag damping of a small-scale, torsionally soft

hingeless rotor with uniform blade properties

which was mounted on a rigid stand. The six cases

included in this correlation study were chosen

because they allowed a systematic study of the

effects of blade precone, droop, and pitch-control

stiffness on the lead-lag stability of a stiff,

inplane, isolated rotor.

Eight different math models from industry and

government were compared to these data. Bell

Helicopter Textron used DRAV21, both with and

without dynamic inflow. Boeing Vertol made the

comparison with C-90. Hughes Helicopters made the

comparison with the results of their time history

analysis, DART. Sikorsky Aircraft used the code

G400 primarily, but included some comparisons

using two versions of E927. The U.S. Army Aero-

mechanics Laboratory made the comparisons with

PFLT, and finally, NASA compared selected data

points with CAMRAD.

This paper describes the experiment of

Ref. I, and compares the theoretical and experi-

mental results. Conclusions will be made as to

the quality of the correlation. Appendices are

included that document the experimental model

properties, tabulate the experimental data points,

and show all of the correlations.

Experiment Description

A small-scale, 6.31-ft-diameter, torsionally

soft, hingeless helicopter rotor was investigated

in hover to determine its stability characteris-

tics. The two-bladed, untwisted rotor was tested
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ona rigid test standat tip speedsupto
332ft/sec. Therotormodeof interestin this
investigationwasthelightly dampedlead-lag
mode.Thedimensionlesslead-lagfrequencyof this
modewasapproximately1.5/revat 1000rpm. The
rotor wasdesignedto a_lowvariationin blade
preconeat thehubusinginterchangeableprecone
hubs,bladedroopusingdifferentdroopwedges,
andpitchcontrolstiffnessusingeithera stiff
or a soft pitch flexure. Thesefeaturesare
illustratedschematicallyin Fig. I. Themajor
rotor parametersareshownin TableI.

L

DROOP AX'SOFPITCHFLEXURE
"_ WEDGE / /

" PITCH FLEXURE

• PRECONE HUB

Fig. I Schematic of rotor hub showing precone and

droop angles and location of pitch flexure.

Table I Experimental model properties

Variable Value

Number of blades 2

Rotor diameter, ft 6.309

Blade length, L, ft 2.854

Blade chord, c, in. 3.4

Twist, deg 0

Nominal rotor speed, rpm 1000

RN at tip _500,000

Blade frequencies at 1000 rpm, per rev --

Flap frequency 1.15

Lead-lag frequency, stiff pitch flexure 1.50

Lead-lag frequency, soft pitch flexure 1.38

Torsional frequency, stiff pitch flexure 2.85

Torsional frequency soft pitch flexure 2.56

The model blade design is shown in Fig. 2.

The blade structure was designed to minimize the

blade torsional frequency while maintaining appro-

priate flap and lead-lag frequencies. The

NACA O012 airfoil had a unidirectional Kevlar

spar, a polyurethane core, and a segmented

tantalum leading edge; it was covered with fiber-

glass cloth. The ehordwise center of gravity and

the elastic axis were designed to be coincident at

the blade quarter chord. The blade section stiff-

ness and mass properties are uniform from the 9.5%

radius to the tip.

An isometric view of the rotor hub components

is shown in Fig. 3. The control system or pitch

link flexibility is represented in the experi-

mental model by pitch flexures mounted inboard of
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Fig. 2 Experimental-model blade design.
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Fig. 3 Rotor hub components.

the blade. The partial cruciform cross section of

these pitch flexures provides relatively high

stiffness in the flap and lead-lag directions,

while the torsional stiffness is controlled by the

thickness of the flexure elements. Flexures of

two different torsional stiffnesses were used in

the experiment. Changes in precone were made with

interchangeable hubs, one for each precone angle

tested. Droop was varied with interchangeable

droop wedges. These components were fabricated

with angles of O, ±2.5, and ±5 o (positive values

only for precone). In all cases the blade pitch

angle was changed by rotating the blade outboard

of the pitch flexure at the interface between the

pitch flexure and the droop wedge. When a nonzero

value of droop exists, this method of blade pitch

change will introduce a small amount of blade

sweep equal to the product of the blade pitch

angle and the droop angle. A complete discussion

of the model properties is provided in Appendix A.

The blades and associated hub components were

mounted on a rigid test stand as shown in Fig. 4.

Power was transmitted to the rotor shaft through a

flexible belt drive. The upper truss framework

which houses the drive shaft is attached to the

circular mounting plate by two flexures. The

lead-lag mode was excited by oscillating the upper

structure about the flexures with a 50-1b electro-



ROTOR HUB 

Fig. 4 Experimental rotor on test stand. 

magnetic shaker. The shaker, located on the floor 
below the mounting plate, is attached to a forward 
arm of the upper truss framework by a hollow alu- 
minum pushrod. Once sufficient lead-lag motion of 
the blade was obtained, the shaker excitation was 
shut off while a pneumatic clamp was simultane- 
ously activated to lock the upper structure. A 
differential lead-lag signal was obtained by sub- 
tracting the lead-lag signal of one blade from the 
other to eliminate drive-system-coupling effects 
from the data. The lead-lag modal frequency and 
damping were then obtained from the differential 
lead-lag signal by performing a moving-block anal- 
ysis on the transient decay of the blade motions. 

The six experimental configurations chosen 
for comparison with theory in this paper are given 
in Table 2. The damping data shown in Fig. 5 as a 

Table 2 Selected cases 

Case Pitch flexure Precoye, deg Droop, deg 

1 Stiff 0 0 
2 Soft 0 0 
3 Stiff 5 0 
4 Soft 5 0 
5 Stiff 0 -5 
6 Soft 0 -5 

function of pitch angle illustrate the wide varia- 
tion in lead-lag damping that occurs for these 
cases. Figure 5a shows Cases 1 and 2, which are 
the least aeroelastically-coupled as there is 
neither precone nor negative droop. Both cases 
show similar behavior with pitch angle, except the 
damping increase is greater with the soft-pitch 
flexure (Case 2 ) .  The stiff-pitch-flexure cases 
with precone and negative droop compared in 
Fig. 5b show the same damping behavior. This 
figure shows that precone and negative droop are 
equivalent when the control system is stiff. Such 
is not the case for a soft control system as shown 
in Fig. 5c. The effect of control-system flexi- 

Fig. 5 Overview of experimental lead-lag damping 
for selected cases. a) Comparison of Cases 1 
and 2 to show effects of control flexibility; 
b) comparison of Cases 3 and 5 to show effects of 
precone and droop, stiff pitch flexure; c) compar- 
ison of Cases 4 and 6 to show effects of precone 
and droop, soft pitch flexure; d) comparison of 
Cases 3 and 4 to show effects of control flexibil- 
ity, 5" precone. 

bility as represented here by the soft-pitch flex- 
ure is to significantly destabilize the case that 
includes negative droop. 
cases that have 5" precone and stiff- and soft- 
pitch flexures. 
flexure is to destabilize the rotor. The experi- 
mental damping data for the six cases are provided 
in Appendix B. 

Figure 5d compares the 

The effect of the soft-pitch 

Correlation 

The theoretical calculations were compared to 
the experimental results for the six cases by 
plotting lead-lag damping as a function of blade 
pitch. The experimental results including data 
scatter are shown in Figs. 6-11 as a stippled 
area. Table 3 provides the codes used on the 
figures for the various prediction methods. 
appropriate predictions for each case are divided 
into two groups to increase clarity. The predic- 
tions shown in the upper group are those which 

The 

Table f Identification of prediction codes 

ID 

BH 
BV 

- 

"1 
SA1 
SA2 
SA3 
AL 

NA 

Prediction method 

DRAV2 1 

DART 
G400 

C-90 

E927-2 
E927-3 
PFLT 

CAMRAD 

User 

Bell Helicopter Textron 
Boeing Vertol 
Hughes Helicopters 
Sikorsky Aircraft 
Sikorsky Aircraft 
Sikorsky Aircraft 
U.S. Army .eromechanics 

NASA Ames Research Center 
Laboratory 
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werejudgedto bemoreaccurate.Theinitial
predictionsusingthecodeG400werenotconsid-
eredadequatebySikorskyAircraft andthecode
wassubsequentlyupgraded.Additionalpredictions
weremadewith theupgradedcodeandareshownin
thefiguresastriangularsymbolswithoutfair-
ings. Thesemodificationsaredescribedin detail
in Ref.2. Bell HelicopterTextronmadethepre-
dictionsusingDRAV21withbothsteadyanddynamic
inflow. Onlytheresultsfromsteadyinfloware
shownhere. Thecompletecomparisonof theoryand
experimentfor thesesix casesis includedin
AppendixC.

CaseI

Thecorrelationshownin Fig. 6 is for the
isolatedrotorwith0° precone,0° droop,anda
stiff pitch flexure. Theexperimentallead-lag
dampingresultscoverbothpositiveandnegative
pitchangleswithminimumdampingoccurringat
zeropitchangle. Adistinct asymmetryis seenin
thedata,with thegreaterdampingoccurringat
negativevaluesof pitchangle.

ThepredictionswithDRAV21(BH)showgood
agreementovernearlytheentire pitch-anglerange
tested. Thepointof minimumdampingaswell as
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Fig. 6 Comparison of theory and experiment for

Case I; stiff pitch flexure, 8pc = 8d = 0 °.

a) BH, HHI, NA, SA2; b) BV, AL, SAI, SA 2.

the asymmetry in damping levels about that point

are correctly predicted. The results of the

Dynamic Analysis Research Tool (DART) (HH I) were

found to have fair correlation with the experi-

ment. The DART damping prediction is shown to be

symmetric for positive and negative pitch values

and does not predict the reduced lead-lag damping

at the higher positive blade pitch-angles that was

found in the experiment. Agreement between the

theory of CAMRAD (NA) and the experiment is fair,

although calculations were not undertaken at the

higher negative pitch-angle values. The Sikorsky

analysis E927-2 (SA 2) shows fair agreement with

the experimental data, with a slight underpredic-

tion of lead-lag damping over nearly the entire

range of blade pitch angles. Since the damping

predictions of this code are shown to be symmetric

with positive and negative pitch angles, the

underprediction is greater at high negative

pitch-angles.

The predictions of C-90 (BV) for Case I are

fair, showing agreement with the experimental data

at negative pitch angles, but the agreement is not

as good at positive pitch angles. However, the

theory does show the characteristic reduction in

damping at the higher positive pitch-angles. The

predictions of the Aeromechanics Laboratory theory

PFLT (AL) is poor-to-fair, agreeing with the test

data only at low values of blade pitch angle. At

pitch angles greater than 4 ° , agreement is poor,

with the theoretically predicted increase in damp-

ing not seen in the experiment. This is probably

caused by the linear representation of the aerody-

namic section coefficients used in that theory.

The G400 (SA I) predictions are nearly identical to

those of E927-2 (SA2), with the exception of lead-

lag damping at 10 ° pitch angle. The code E927-2

predicts a slight increase from the damping at 8 ° ,

whereas G400 predicts a decrease in lead-lag damp-

ing to near-neutral stability. The triangles

which represent the results of the upgraded ver-

sion of G400 are very good, showing a marked

improvement over the original version. The theory

of E927-3 (SA 3) reintroduces higher-order terms

that were removed when E927-2 (SA 2) was developed

from the public domain version of Ref. 3. The

correlation for this code was found to be very

poor. Only the lead-lag damping at zero pitch

angle was predicted correctly. Damping values at

blade pitch angles greater than zero were signifi-

cantly overpredicted.

Case 2

The correlation shown in Fig. 7 is for a

configuration having zero precone, zero droop, and

a soft-pitch flexure. The increase in lead-lag

damping with blade pitch angle is greater for this

case than it is for Case I. The point of minimum

damping again occurs at zero pitch angle, but

there is a more pronounced asymmetry about the

zero point than was seen with the stiff pitch

flexure.
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dictions of lead-lag damping at high pitch angles;

the overall correlation is poor-to-fair. The

ur_modified theory of G400 (SA I) underpredicts the

damping and again shows neutral stability at 10°

pitch angle and is Judged to be very poor-to-poor.

The triangle symbols representing the upgraded

version of G400 show greatly improved correlation.

Predictions with E927-3 (SA 3) are again very poor

with most lead-lag damping values being overpre-

dicted by an order of magnitude.
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Case 3

The experimental lead-lag damping results for

the isolated rotor configuration having 5 ° of

precone, 0 ° of droop, and the stiff pitch flexures

were found to exhibit much larger changes of damp-

ing with pitch angle at low blade pitch angles

than was observed for Cases I and 2. This is

primarily due to the increased aeroelastie cou-

pling which results from the centrifugally induced

blade elastic deflection. While some of the codes

were found to model this structural coupling well,

others did not; this correlation is shown in

Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 Comparison of theory and experiment for

Case 2; soft pitch flexure, Bpc = Bd = 0 °. a) BH,

HHI, NA, SA2; b) BV, AL, SAI, SA 3.

The prediction of DRAV21 (BH) shows fair-to-

good correlation with the experiment, but the

agreement is not as good at the higher pitch

angles. The theory predicts a decrease in damping

due to stall above 8 ° which is not evident in the

data. In addition, the asymmetry in damping that

was correctly predicted by this theory for the

stiff flexure is reversed for this case, predict-

ing greater damping at positive blade pitch angle

than at negative pitch angles. The predictions of

DART (HH I) show fair-to-good agreement with the

experimental findings and show the increased lead-

lag damping caused by the reduce@'torsional stiff-

ness of the soft pitch flexures. The lead-lag

damping predictions of CAHRAD (NA) show poor-to-

fair correlation with better agreement at low

pitch angles and a tendency to overpredict the

damping for the higher pitch angles. The E927-2

(SA 2) code is only poor-to-fair in correlation and

underprediots the measured damping by as much as

40%. This code also shows a reduction in damping

at high positive pitch angles with no change in

the damping slope predicted at negative pitch

angles.

The correlation of C-90 (BV) and the data are

poor-to-fair, showing reasonably good agreement

with the experiment at low pitch angles and an

overprediction of the lead-lag damping at the

higher pitch angles. This theory also predicts an

asymmetry between positive and negative pitch

angles, but of a different nature than was found

experimentally. The weakness of the aerodynamic

modeling in PFLT (AL) is again seen, with good

correlation at low pitch angles and large overpre-
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Fig. 8 Comparison of theory and experiment for

Case 3; stiff pitch flexure, Bpc = 5°, Bd = 0°"

a) HHI, AL, BV, SA2; b) BH, SA I.
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Thelead-lagdampingpredictionsof DART
(HHI)aregoodat thepositivevaluesof pitch
anglewheretheequilibriumdeflectionsandcou-
piingwhichresultsarelow• However,thequality
of thecorrelationdeterioratesasthis equilib-
riumdeflectionandcouplinggrowswith increasing
negativepitchangle,andtheoverallagreementis
consideredfair. Thetheoryof PFLT(AL)shows
goodcorrelationwith theexperimentoverthe
negativepitch-anglerangewherethecouplingis
large,butunderpredictsthedampingat positive
pitchangles,sooverallis judgedto befair.
TheC-90analysis(BV)exhibitsnearlythesame
predictivecharacteristicsasPFLTandalsois
consideredto befair. TheE927-2code(SA2)
showsagreementwiththeexperimentat highposi-
tive pitchangles,butwherethecouplingis
strongandthedampingshouldshowa marked
increase,thepredictionsshowlittle change.A
comparisonof CasesI and3 showsthat theE927-2
predictionsare identical,andneitherpreconenor
droopaffect thepredictedvalue• Thecorrelation
is judgedto bepoor.TheDRAV21code(BH)suc-
cessfullypredictstheexperimentaltrendin lead-
lagdampingwithpitchangle,butconsistently
underpredictstheexperimentalresults,so is only
consideredto bepoor-to-fair. TheG400analysis
(SAI) showsverypoorcorrelationwiththeexperi-
mentalresults in theoriginalversion,predicting
aninstability between2.5and7.5° pitchangle.
Themodifiedversionof G400,shownbythetri-
anglesymbols,showsfair correlationwith the
experiment,withnopredictedinstability• The
E927-3version(SA3)wasunableto predictlead-
lag stability characteristicsfor this case.

Case4

Theexperimentallead-lagdampingresultsfor
theconfigurationwith5° of preconeand0° of
droopwithsoft-pitchflexuresshowtherotor to
bedynamicallyunstablebetween2.5and7° pitch
angle. Nearlyall themathmodelspredictthis
instability butwithvaryingdegreesof accuracy.
Thecorrelationis shownin Fig. 9.

ThetheoreticalpredictionsfromPFLT(AL)
showfair-to-goodcorrelationwith theexperi-
mentalresults. Thepitchanglerangeat which
theinstability occursis well predicted•The
severityof the instability is slightly overpre-
dictedandthedampingat highpitchanglesis
alsooverpredicted.ThecorrelationwithDART
(HHI) showsfair agreement,withthedegreeof
instability beingsomewhatunderpredictedwhen
comparedto theexperiment.TheDRAV21(BH)and
C-90(BV)resultsarenearlyidentical,bothshow-
ingpoor-to-faircorrelation•Thedampingtrend
withpitchanglefollowstheexperimentclosely;
however,thepitchanglerangeanddegreeof
instability aresubstantiallyoverpredicted.The
originalversionof G400(SAI) alsoseverelyover-
predictsthemagnitudeandrangeof the instabil-
ity, showingnearlythesamecorrelationasDRAV21
andC-90.Themodifiedversionof G400,shownby
thetrianglesymbols,givessomewhatmixed
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Fig. 9 Comparison of theory and experiment for

Case 4; soft pitch flexure, B c = 5°' 8d = 0°.

a) BH, HHI, BV, AL; b) SAt, S_ 2.

results• Although the extent of the instability

is reduced and is in better agreement with the

experiment, the pitch-angle range where the insta-

bility occurs shows poorer correlation than with

the unmodified version of G400. The E927-2 code

shows very poor correlation and fails to predict

the instability•

Case 5

The correlation shown in Fig. 10 is for the

configuration with 0 ° precone, -5 ° droop, and

stiff-pitch flexures• When the experimental

results for this case are compared with Case 3

(Fig. 5b), the damping results are seen to be

12
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Fig. 10 Comparison of theory and experiment for

Case 5; stiff pitch flexure, 6pc = O °, 8d = -5 ° .

a) BH, BV, AL; b) HHI, SAt, SA 3.

nearly identical. In general, the predictions of

the analytical codes also show this correspon-

dence.

The DRAV21 (BH), C-90 (BV), and PFLT (AL)

codes each confirm that without control system

flexibility, the 5 ° precone and -5 ° droop are

dynamically the same. The correlation of these

three codes is essentially the same as observed in

Case 3.

The damping predictions of DART (HH I) did not

agree with the experimental results for this con-

figuration, nor did it show any similarity to the

DART prediction for Case 3 because the sign con-

vention in the input of the droop angle was

reversed. The original version version of G4OO

(SAI) shows very poor correlation, with the theory

predicting an instability where none existed.

With modifications, the instability was no longer

predicted and the overall correlation improved.

Predictions with E927-3 (SA 3) were again very

poor.

Case 6

The correlation for a configuration having 0 °

precone, -5 ° of droop, and soft pitch flexures is

shown in Fig. 11. Although the experimental data

show that the damping characteristics for this

case are roughly the same as Case 5, the theoreti-

cal models show different results.
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Fig. 11 Comparison of theory and experiment for

Case 6; soft pitch flexure, 8 c = O°' Bd = -5°"

a) BH, BV, AL; b) HHI, SAI, S_ 3.

The DRAV21 (BH), C-90 (BV), and PFLT (AL)

codes show fair correlation with the experimental

data at low blade-pitch angles, but the correla-

tion becomes progressively worse as the pitch

angle increases. The predicted damping for the

13



threecodesis vastlydifferentbeyond5°. The
computercodeDRAV21(BH)agreesreasonablywell
with theexperimentalresultsupto about8° blade
pitchangle,at whichpointanabruptdecreasein
dampingwith increasingbladepitch is predicted,
with thetheorysubstantiallyunderpredictingthe
experimentalresults. Overallthecorrelationis
consideredto befair. ThecomputercodeC-90
(BV)showsreasonableagreementwith theexperi-
mentaldatafor onlythefirst 3 or 4° of blade
pitchangle. Athigherbladepitchangles,the
correlationdegrades,with thetheorypredicting
nearlytwiceasmuchdampingat about8° pitchand
a sharpreductionof dampingwithpitchangle
beyondIO°. Thecorrelationoverthepitch-angle
rangeis judgedpoor. ThecodePFLT(AL)shows
fair agreementupto approximately6° bladepitch
angle,but increasinglyoverpredictsthedamping
beyondthis value,andtheoverallcorrelationis
poor-to-fair.

Thecorrelationbetweentheexperimentand
thetheoryfor DART(HH)is poor,with thetheory
substantiallyunderpredictingtheexperimental
dampingovermostof thepitch-anglerangeand
with thepredictionsapproachingneutralstability
at between3 and4°.

PredictionswiththeunmodifiedG400(SAI)
werefoundto beverypoor,showinga strong
instability overmuchof thepitch-anglerange.
Ontheotherhand,themodifiedversionof the
G4OOshowsverygoodcorrelationwith theexperi-
mentalresults, withtheexceptionof thehighest
pitch-anglesettingwherethedampingis underpre-
dicted. TheE927-3(SA_)predictionsagainshow
verypoorcorrelationwlth theexperimentaldata.

Conclusions

Eight analyses were compared with one or more

cases selected from an experiment that measured

the damping of an isolated, torsionally soft rotor

in hover.

I. The DRAV21 analysis used by Bell Helicop-

ter Textron was considered to give fair correla-

tion overall for the six cases.

2. The C-90 analysis used by Boeing Vertol

was Judged to have poor-to-fair correlation over-

all.

3. The DART analysis used by Hughes Helicop-

ters was also considered to have poor-to-fair

capability when compared to the six cases.

4. Sikorsky Aircraft used the analysis code

G4OO and two versions of E927: E927-2 and E927-3.

Overall the G4OO code was judged as very poor-to-

poor, and the E927-2 and E927-3 analyses were

considered poor and very poor, respectively.

Subsequent to the evaluation the G4OO code was

upgraded and limited results are shown for the six

cases. These results show that the G400 code has

been substantially improved.

5. The Aeromechanics Laboratory PFLT analy-

sis was considered to provide fair correlation.

6. The NASA Ames CAMRAD calculations were

made for two cases and were Judged to be fair.
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Appendix A--Model Properties

The six cases of experimental data presented

in this paper are from an investigation originally

reported in Ref. I. The model properties included

in this appendix have been taken from that refer-

ence. The rotor blades and associated hub hard-

ware were specifically designed and built to match

as closely as possible the theory presented in

Refs. 4-6. The experimental model was built with

uniform blade properties and simple hub hardware.

Prior to the stability investigation, an extensive

bench test program was undertaken to measure the

mass and stiffness properties. In many cases more

than one method was used for these measurements to

assure the most accurate estimate. Where measure-

ments were not possible, calculated values are

used. A number of experimental model properties

have been given in Table I of the main text.

Additional model properties are presented in this

appendix.
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Rotor Mass and Stiffness Properties

The spanwise distributions of weight, stiff-

ness, and mass polar moment of inertia of the

rotor configuration having the soft pitch flexure

are shown in Table 4. The radial location of the

hub hardware components is shown in Fig. 12. The

spanwise dimension of the soft flexure web is

greater than that of the stiff flexure web to

minimize its torsional stiffness. The tabulated

properties in Table 4 from blade station (B.S.)

O.701 to 3.601 in. were calculated from design

drawings except for the torsional stiffness of the

pitch flexure (B.S. 0.726 to 1.626 in.). The

pitch flexure torsional stiffness was estimated

using two methods: the moment-deflection method

and the frequency-inertia method. In the moment-

deflection method, known moments were applied

outboard of the flexure and its angular deflection

was measured. In the frequency-inertia method,

the frequency of the torsional spring-mass system

was measured after attaching a steel bar or disk

with a known polar moment of inertia to the outer

flange. The torsional stiffness estimated by the

moment-deflection method was 12% lower than that

obtained using the frequency-inertia method. The

latter method is considered more accurate so this

value is used in Table 4.

The properties of the stiff-pitch-flexure

rotor are the same as the soft pitch flexure

except from B.S. 0.726 to 1.626 in. Over this

span the properties can be determined from the

pitch flexure geometry as given in Table 5.

FLEXURE m

FLEXURE LENGTH

_STIFI

d_d ¢,d,_¢; ¢5 ,_ "

-L,
t'

HUB CLAMP RING

\
BLADE

ROOT

CUFF

DROOP WEDGE

\
BLADE

Fig. 12 Radial location of model rotor hub and

blade components.

The blade mass properties outboard of

B.S. 3.601 in., which is the start of the uniform

section, have been determined from measurements

Table 4 Rotor mass and stiffness properties distribution

for blade with soft pitch flexure

Blade Weight, EIB, EI_, GJ, 18,
station, Ib/in. ib-in. 2 ib-i_. 2 ib-in. 2 Ib-in.2/in.

in. (I06) (I06) (I06)

0.701

0.726

0.813

0.813

1.415

1.415

1.539

1.539

1.626

1.651

1.665

1.665

1.726

1.726

2.101

2.101

2.301

2.301

2.401

2.401

3.601

3.601

37.851

0.292 20.0 20.0 19.6

0.292 O.161 0.199 0.000327

0.292 O.161 0.199 0.000327

0.0115 O.161 0.199 0.000327

0.0115 O.161 0.199 0.000327

0.303 O.161 0.199 0.000327

0.303 O.161 0.199 0.000327 0.543

0.560 0.161 0.199 0.000327 0.543

0.560 0.161 0.199 0.000327 0.543

0.560 21.9 21.3 19.6 0.543

0.560 21.9 21.9 19.6 0.543

0.713 21.9 21.9 19.6 0.543

0.713 21.9 21.9 19.6 0.543

0.558 27.2 27.2 19.8 0.494

0.558 27.2 27.2 19.8 0.494

0.295 18.2 18.2 7.28 0.165

0.295 18.2 18.2 7.28 0.165

0.149 0.300 30.3 1.80 0.213

0.149 0.300 30.3 1.80 01213

0.136 0.242 21.8 1.66 0.213

0.136 0.242 21.8 1.66 0.213

0.0193 0.00589 0.120 0.00177 0.0179

0.0193 0.00589 0.120 0.00177 0.0179
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Table5 Pitchflexuredimensions

Flexure A, B, Inboardbladestation, Outboardbladestation,
in. in. in. in.

Stiff 0.200 0.200 0.813 1.539
Soft 0.018 0.023 0.726 1.626

0.300" TYP i_
l .... 7/////I

--f-

ROTOR PLANE

made on a 35.45-in. length of blade that included

a 1.2C-in. fiberglass cuff core. These properties

were then corrected from measurements made on a

separate cuff core and are given in Table 6. The

values in Table 6 represent the average of two

blades. The mass was determined by weighing the

blades on an electronic balance. The uniform

blade total-mass polar moment of inertia was mea-

sured by swinging the blades as a pendulum about

the trailing edge. The blade was suspended from

tape at two locations and allowed to swing freely

as a pendulum. The pendular frequency was mea-

sured by an electronic counter connected to a

photo cell that counted the number of interrup-

tions of a light beam by the oscillating blade.

The blade mass moment of inertia about the trail-

ing edge was transferred to the elastic axis and

is shown in Table 6.

Additional properties measured on the uniform

section and given in Table 6 were the blade center

of gravity and location of the elastic axis. The

center of gravity was measured by using a fixture

that allowed the blade to be supported between a

fixed point and an electronic balance. The chord

Table 6 Uniform blade section properties

Property Value

Weight, Ib 0.659

Mass polar moment of inertia, Ibm-in. 2 0.613

Center of gravity, percent c 24.8

Elastic axis, percent c 25.3

elastic axis was experimentally determined by

mounting each blade vertically in a rigid fixture

and applying a normal load in flapping through a

slide-mounted pointer. The torsional deflection

was monitored with an optical system using a

mirror bonded to the blade tip and a light colli-

mator.

The blade flapwise, chordwise, and torsional

stiffness outboard of B.S. 3.601 in. were deter-

mined by two separate methods. The first method

used force-deflection measurements for the flap

and lead-lag stiffness and used moment-deflection

measurements for the torsional stiffness; however,

there was difficulty in measuring slight rotations

of the mounting fixture. The second method used

the measured frequencies and blade mass properties

to calculate the stiffnesses. Frequencies were

easily measured within ±1%, and blade weight was

also determined within this accuracy. The stiff-

ness was then derived from elementary beam theory

as

I _L4(_sNR)2El8 : 12.4

I _L4(mNR)2El : 12.-----4

(msNR)2

GJ : 4LIEA
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Theflappingandtorsionalstiffnessvalues
obtainedbythetwomethodswerewithin4 and2_,
respectively.However,thevaluefor lead-lag
stiffnessobtainedbytheforce-deflectionmethod
wasapproximately12%belowthefrequency-mass
measurement.Becauseof thedifficulty in accu-
ratelymeasuringfixture rotation,thefrequency-
massandfrequency-inertiameasurementswereused
for thebladestiffnessesin Table4.

Theweightandmasspolarof inertia for the
hubcomponentsshownin Table7 wereeachdeter-
minedexperimentally.Theweightsweredetermined
byweighingeachcomponentonanelectronicbal-
ance.Themassmomentof inertia of eachcompo-
nentwasexperimentallydeterminedusinga

Table7 Hub component mass and inertia properties

Hub component Weight, Polar moment of inertia,

ib I 0 , ibm-in. 2

Flexure flange 0.100 a 0.05487 a

Clamp ring 0.065 0.1151

Droop wedge 0.207 0.206

Root cuff 0.165 0.256

Cuff core 0.O71 0.061

TOTAL 0.608 0.693

acalculated.

with a known spring constant. The component was

mounted to the strain-gaged torsional spring.

Then the frequency of the torsional spring/mass

combination was measured and the mass polar moment

of inertia was determined.

Nonrotating tests were conducted to determine

modal frequencies and lead-lag structural damping.

With the rotor stand clamped, each mode was manu-

ally excited and resulting oscillations were ana-

lyzed. The results for the first four modes for

cases I and 2 are shown in Table 8.

Table 8 Rotor frequency and damping

Stiff flexure Soft flexure

m, Hz o, see -I _, Hz o, see -I

First flap mode 5.25 -- 5.19 --

Second flap mode 32.75 -- 32.50 --

First lead-lag

mode 23.76 -1.23 22.02 -1.03

First torsion

mode 44.73 -- 38.38 --

C£

Cd

C
m

Aerodynamic Section properties

The blade profile used for the model was an

NACA 0012. The Reynolds number at 0.75 R is

approximately 375,000. The section aerodynamic

properties are represented by the analytic func-

tions that were used in Ref. 7.

: 6_ - (sgn _)10a 2

: 0.01 + 11.11_13
I I

= 0

Appendix B--Experimental Data

The experimental data for Cases I through 6

are tabulated in Tables 9 through 14, respec-

tively. These data were obtained in the experi-

ment reported in Ref. I. The lead-lag damping and

blade pitch angle are shown at 1000 rpm for all

the cases. The data for the differential lead-lag

mode were obtained by exciting the rotor hub with

an electromagnetic shaker and the damping was

obtained from the transient decay of the motions

after the excitation was stopped. A moving block

analysis of that transient decay was used to esti-

mate the modal damping.

Appendix C--Correlation

The complete set of correlations between all

theoretical predictions and the selected experi-

mental results is shown in Figs. 13-34. Two for-

mats are used for the correlation. The first

format compares each individual code with the

experimental data on separate plots. In this for-

mat the actual calculated points are shown as

solid symbols and the fairing between points was

made by the analyst. The experimental data are

shown as open symbols. The second format compares

all the predictions with the experimental results

on a composite plot with the data shown as a

stippled area. The theory of DRAV21 (BH) is shown

with and without dynamic inflow. A legend for the

codes that were used is given in Table 3.
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Table9 CaseI bladepitchangleandlead-lag
damping;stiff pitch flexure,Bpc= Bd =0°

Table12 Case4 bladepitch-angleandlead-lag
, = 5 ° Bd = 0 odamping; soft pitch flexure Bpc

go, deg a, sec -I Co, deg a, sec -I go, deg a, sec -I ®o, deg a, sec -I

-8.0 -2.81 4.0 -I .56

-8.0 -2.55 6.0 -I .87

-6.0 -2.25 6.0 -I .68

-6.0 -2.36 8.0 -2.14

-4.0 -I .88 8.0 -2.45

-2.0 -I .34 8.0 -2.11

-2.0 -I .38 10.0 -2.02

0.0 -1.19 10.0 -1.96

4.0 -I .53

Table 10 Case 2 blade pitch angle and lead-lag

damping; soft pitch flexure, 8pc = 8d = 0 °

®o, deg a, sec -I go' deg a, sec -I

-12.0 -4.31 4.0 -I .86

-12.0 -4.72 4.0 -I .89

-12.0 -4.17 6.0 -2.05

-12.0 -4.44 6.0 -2.84

-12.0 -4.03 6.0 -2.51

-10.0 -3.99 8.0 -2.92

-10.0 -3.70 8.0 -3.01

-10.0 -3.71 8.0 -3.40

-10.0 -3.57 9.0 -2.68

-10.0 -3.66 9.0 -2.89

-8.0 -4.07 9.0 -2.97

-8.0 -3.74 9.0 -2.86

-8.0 -4.21 10.0 -2.75

-6.0 -3.21 10.0 -3.45

-6.0 -3.25 10.0 -2.52

-4.0 -2.10 10.0 -2.79

-4.0 -2.22 10.0 -3.17

-2.0 -1.29 11.0 -3.19

-2.0 -1.38 11.0 -3.01

0.0 -I .05 11.0 -3.76

2.0 -I .27 12.0 -3.31

2.0 -I .20 12.0 -3.32

Table 11 Case 3 blade pitch angle and lead-lag

damping; stiff pitch flexure, Bpc = 5 ° , Bd = 0 °

go' deg a, see-1 0o, deg a, see-I

-2.0 -3.31 6.0 -I .53

-2.0 -3.25 8.0 -I .88

0.0 -I .92 8.0 -2.14

0.0 -I .96 8.0 -I .97

2.0 -I .44 9.0 -I .86

2.0 -I .43 9.0 -2.07

4.O -1.35 9.0 -2.00

4.0 -1.29 10.0 -2.16

6.0 -I .48 10.0 -2.87

-2.0 -4.92 8.0 -0.93

-2.0 -4.84 8.0 -I .44

0.0 -I .67 8.0 -0.94

0.0 -I .57 8.0 -0.97

0.0 -I .55 I0.0 -I .80

2.0 -0.45 10.0 -2.16

2.0 -0.44 10.0 -I .74

2.0 -0.54 12.0 -2.76

3.0 0.10 12.0 -2.79

4.0 0.24 a 12.0 -I .90

6.0 O. 30 b

aExtrapolated; nearest test value:

a = +0.13 sec -I

bExtrapolated; nearest test value:

a = +0.23 sec -I

= 993 rpm,

= 997 rpm,

Table 13 Case 5 blade pitch angle and lead-lag

damping; stiff pitch flexure, 8pc = 0 °, Bd = -5 °

eo, deg a, sec -I eo, deg a, sec -I

-2.0 -3.29 8.0 2.30

0.0 -I .95 10.0 2.79

0.0 -I .79 10.0 2.84

0.0 -1.92 11.0 2.37

2.0 1.45 11.0 2.38

2.0 1.38 12.0 3.21

4.0 I .38 12.0 2.93

4.0 I .50 12.0 2.94

4.0 I.50 13.0 -3.47

6.0 2.71 13.0 -2.73

6.0 I.99 14.0 -4.07

8.0 2.08 14.0 -3.61

8.0 2.24 14.0 -3.48

Table 14 Case 6 blade pitch angle and lead-lag

damping; soft pitch flexure, Bpc = 0 °, Bd = -5 °

eo, deg a, sec -I eo, deg a, sec -I

0.0 -I .22 6.0 -2.07

0.0 -I .21 8.0 -2.37

0.0 -I .30 8.0 -2.43

2.2 -I .22 10.0 -2.51

2.2 -I .20 10.0 -3.09

2.2 -I .09 10.0 -2.52

4.0 -I .41 10.0 -2.57

4.0 -I .38 12.0 -3.45

4.0 -1.38 12.0 -3.11

6.0 -2.05 12.0 -2.82

6.0 -2.06
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